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Relating the cosmological constant and supersymmetry breaking in warped compactifications
of IIB string theory
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It has been suggested that the observed value of the cosmological constant is related to the supersymmetry
breaking scaleM susy through the formulaL;M p

4(M susy/M p)8. We point out that a similar relation naturally
arises in the codimension two solutions of warped spacetime varying compactifications of string theory, in
which nonisotropic stringy moduli induce a small but positive cosmological constant.
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Recently, we addressed the question of whether de S
space@1# can be obtained from string theory@2#. Such non-
singular, nonstatic spacetimes fall into the class of codim
sion two nonsupersymmetric string vacua studied in Refs@3,
4, 5#.1 In these models, supersymmetry is explicitly brok
by a global cosmic brane@6# with a core of size,, extended
along theD22 ‘‘longitudinal’’ directions. While Refs.@3, 4,
5# considered a flat Minkowski brane, the main point of R
@2# is the existence of nonsupersymmetric codimension
solutions with a positive cosmological constant,Lb , in the
(D22)-dimensional longitudinal space.2

Since the cosmological constant in our model@2# is di-
rectly related to the nonisotropy of matter, we may comp
it with various attempts to incorporate Mach’s principle
string theory@8,9# as well with the idea that supersymmet
breaking might have a cosmological origin@10,11#. In par-
ticular, it has been suggested that the observed value o
cosmological constant,L4;10244 GeV4 @12,13,7#, may be
related to the supersymmetry breaking scaleM susy through
the formula@14,15,10#

L4;M p
4~M susy/M p!8, ~1!

with M susy;10 TeV andM p;1019 GeV as appropriate in
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1By string vacua we denote solutions that satisfy the correspo

ing type IIB supergravity equations of motion and contain mod
with proper SL~2,Z! properties.

2Note thatLb.0 removesthe naked singularity present in th
model considered in@3,4,5#, in comparison with earlier discussion
of a positive cosmological constant along the brane world@7#.
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four dimensions.3 It is the aim of this work to point out tha
the setup of Ref.@2# for D56 leads naturally to a relation
analogous to Eq.~1!. In particular, the stringy moduli induce
a nontrivial relation between the scale of the global cosm
brane,,, the nonisotropy of matter,v, induced by the brane
and Lb @2#. We take this observation one step further a
find an explicit relation betweenLb , ,, and the natural mas
scales in this theory,M6 and M4—the Planck scales in the
bulk and along the brane, respectively, thus deriving an eq
tion analogous to Eq.~1!.

Although the detailed physics leading to this relation
unclear, we find it very intriguing that an equation similar
Eq. ~1! emerges naturally in our framework. Still, one of th
most important unresolved questions in the scenario p
sented in Ref.@2# is the issue of the stability of this nonsu
persymmetric background in the full string theory. Since s
persymmetry is broken, one also has to address the effec
stringy corrections. We will argue that those corrections
negligible.

The general framework of our analysis is as in Refs.@3, 4,
5,2#, to which we refer the reader for a more detailed ana
sis. Although we will be mostly interested in the phenomen
logically relevant case in whichD56, and hence the uncom
pactified spacetime isD225four dimensional, we find it
useful to work in a generalD-dimensional background. We
consider type IIB string theory~compactified on afixed su-

d-
i

3The essential ingredient of this proposal is a conjectured
evance of the nondecoupling between the microscopic and ma
scopic degrees of freedom@9,10,13,7# for the cosmological constan
problem. This conjecture is natural from the following intuitive pe
spective on the cosmological constant problem. On one hand
cosmological constant is tied to the fundamental physics of
vacuum, becauseL4 is essentially given by the vacuum energ
density. On the other hand, the cosmological constant is relate
the large scale behavior of the universe, since a small cosmolog
constant implies that the observable universe is big and almost
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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persymmetry preserving space! in which the axion-dilaton
system ~a,f!, described by the complex modulus fieldt
5a1 i exp(2f), varies over thexD22,D21 directions of the
uncompactified spacetime. Thus, the relevant part of the l
energy effectiveD-dimensional action of the modulus,t,
coupled to gravity reads

Seff5
1

2k2 E dDxA2g~R2Gtt̄g
mn]mt]nt̄1¯ !. ~2!

Herem,n50, . . . ,D21, 2k2516pGN
(D) , whereGN

(D) is the
D-dimensional Newton constant, andGtt̄52(t2 t̄)22 is the
metric on the complex structure moduli space of a torus.4

Let us now briefly review the codimension two solutio
with positive cosmological constantLb along the longitudi-
nal direction of the cosmic brane@2#. The metric ansatz is

ds25A2~z!ḡab dxa dxb1,B2~z!~dz21du2!, ~3!

ḡab dxa dxb52dx0
21e2Albx0~dx1

21¯1dxD23
2 !, ~4!

wherez5 log(r/,). As in the case whenLb50, we find that
the explicit solutions fort are aperiodic, such ast5a0

1 igs
21 exp(vu), but do exhibit a nontrivial SL~2, Z! mono-

dromy @3#.5 This ensures that our solution is stringy~al-
though classical and nonsupersymmetric! rather than merely
a supergravity vacuum. Note, in particular, that the dilaton
the type IIB superstring theory varies with the polar ang
not the radial distance. Recall that witht5a0

1 igs
21 exp(vu), the SL~2,Z! symmetry requiresgs

D;O(1)
in D dimensions. However, in the (D22)-dimensional brane
world, gs

D225gs
DAa8/V', and sinceV' , the volume of the

transversal space, is large@3#, gs
D22!1. Below, we will re-

turn to discussing the corrections to our classical solutio
Following @2#, the Einstein equation can be simplified,

Rmn5Gtt̄]mt]nt̄5
def

T̃mn . ~5!

Since the metric~3! is axially symmetric, whilet is indepen-
dent of the radial distance from the cosmic brane,T̃mn

5diag@0,...,0,14 v2,22#. Equation~5! then defines the genera
class of our spacetimes asalmost Ricci flat: Rmn

5diag@0,...,0,14 v2,22#, wherev2.0 is indeed related to su
persymmetry breaking@3# and , is the ~transversal! length
scale of the cosmic brane.

The Rab50 part of Eq.~5! reduces to a single equation
giving

4Recall that because of its SL~2, Z! properties, the axion-dilaton
t, can be thought of as the complex structure of aT2, in analogy
with F theory @16#.

5Although ]t does not transform correctly under SL~2, Z! trans-
formations, it is straightforward to show thatGtt̄

21u]tu2, which ap-
pears in the action~2!, is invariant.
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B25,22Lb
21S A821

1

~D23!
AA9D

5,22Lb
21 h9h2~D24!/~D22!

~D22!~D23!
, ~6!

which determines B(z) in terms of A(z) or h(z)

5
def

A(z)D22. With this substitution, the remaining compo
nents of Eq.~5! reduce to the following equation:

1

2~D22!

h82

h2 2
h9

2h
1

h8h-
2hh9

52
1

8
v2. ~7!

For vÞ0 (tÞconst), Eq.~7! has a perturbative, analyti
solution:6

A~z!5Z~z!S 12
v2r0

2~D23!

24~D21!~D22!
Z~z!21O~v4! D ,

~8!

B~z!5
1

,r0ALb
S 12

v2r0
2

8~D21!
Z~z!21O~v4! D ,

whereZ(z)512z/r0 andr0.0. As was shown in Ref.@2#,
close to the horizon, spacetime is asymptotically flat
agreement with the behavior of Rindler space@18#.

In contrast, whenLb50, the solution is very different
@6,3#,

Ã~z!5Z̃~z!1/~D22!,

B̃~z!5Z̃~z!2~D23!/2~D22!e~j/2a0!@12Z̃~z!2#, ~9!

where nowZ̃512a0z, and we restrict toa0.0. This solu-
tion exhibits a naked singularity, atz5a0

21 (Z̃50), for the
global cosmic brane.

While the naked singularity has been removed byLb
.0, it was first shown by Gregory@17# and by@2# that the
global cosmic brane solution~9! is still a good approxima-
tion to Eq.~8! away from the horizon. In particular, by com
paring Eq.~8! with Eq. ~9! close to the core, one can sho
that

a052
h8

h U
z50

, j5S h9

2h8
2

v2h

8h8 D U
z50

, ~10!

,5Lb
21/2S h9h2~D24!/~D22!

~D22!~D23!
U

z50
D 1/2

. ~11!

That is, given a smooth solution defined by Eq.~8! and pa-
rameterized in terms of (r0 ,v,Lb), this solution close toz
50 can be interpreted as a global cosmic brane solution w
parameters (a0 ,j,,) determined by (r0 ,v,Lb) through Eqs.
~10! and ~11!. Alternatively, we can solve forLb ,

6This solution is of the same form as that discussed by Greg
@17# for the U~1! vortex solution.
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Lb5
~v22vGCB

2 !A2uz50

4,2~D22!~D23!
, ~12!

where vGCB
2 5

def

8a0j @3#. Note that vGCB
2 comes from the

stress tensor associated with the global cosmic bran
which the solution tends asymptotically whenz→0, while
v2 is the stress tensor for theLb.0 solution. Thus, the
cosmological constant is directly related to the nontriv
variation of the matter as a function ofu. This gives a very
nontrivial relation between the stringy moduli, and hen
string theory itself, and a positiveLb . Furthermore,Lb.0
implies that7 v2.vGCB

2 . When v250 it then follows that
vGCB

2 50. The latter is a necessary condition for obtaining
supersymmetric configuration. Thus, we see the impor
relation between supersymmetry breaking and a positive
mological constant.

Finally, the Newton constantGN
(D22)5MD22

2(D24) in D
22 dimensions and the zero-mode wave function normal
tion ^c0uc0& are @2#

GN
~D22!5MD

2~D22!^c0uc0&
21,

~13!

^c0uc0&;
p

D23

,

ALb

.

The volume of the transversal spaceV'5^c0uc0& is large
@2# and drives the largeMD22 /MD hierarchy. This then im-
plies the following relation:

LD22;S p

D23D 2

MD22
D22~,MD22!2S MD

MD22
D 2D24

, ~14!

whereLD225Lb /GN
(D22) is the energy density inD22 di-

mensions.
From now on we will focus on the phenomenologica

relevant case ofD56. Recall that, is the characteristic
~transverse! size of the cosmic brane, for the formation
which no concrete physical mechanism is known. Howev
should , be stabilized by a longitudinal four-dimension
physical mechanism,8 then ,;M4

21 and @up to factors of
O(1)]

L4;M4
4S M6

M4
D 8

. ~15!

The original scenario of Ref.@2# then applies, where the
ten-dimensional spacetime of the type IIB string theory
compactified on a four-dimensional supersymmetry pres
ing space9 of characteristic sizeM10

215M6
21;(10 TeV)21

7That Lb is indeed positive can be seen from Eq.~6!. At the
horizon,A(z5r0)50, which implies that the right hand side of E
~6! is positive if Lb.0.

8There exist both field and string theory arguments of this ty
@19#.

9All remaining supersymmetry will be broken by the cosmic bra
solution @3#.
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;10219 m. The cosmic brane of Ref.@2# then describes a
(311)-dimensional de Sitter world brane, with the chara

teristic scale M4;1019 GeV. Furthermore, L5
def

Lb
21/2

;1041 GeV21;1025 m provides a natural scale that coin
cides with the Hubble radius.

Note that Eq.~15! is an equation of the same form as th
desired relationship~1! upon identifyingM105M6 with the
scale of supersymmetry breaking, andM4 with the four-
dimensional Planck scaleM p . More precisely, Eq.~15! pro-
vides an explicit relation between the value of the cosm
logical constant and the hierarchy involving the tw
fundamental scales. Without a detailed dynamical mec
nism, it is of course very difficult to argue thatM6 should be
precisely identified with the scale of supersymmetry bre
ing. Nevertheless, as we will indicate in the concluding pa
graph, the idea that the cosmological constant and supers
metry breaking are related is natural in our model. As far
we know, this is the first time such a relation between
observed value of the cosmological constant and the sca
supersymmetry breaking has been obtained in a specific
namical situation. Note that this relation crucially depends
the fact that the zero-mode normalization scales as^c0uc0&
;,/ALb, which is a specific feature of the scenario pr
sented in@2#.

In fact, there exists a whole spectrum of scenarios, al
with powers of the mass scale ratio in Eq.~14! which may
not be 8 as in Eq.~15!. These scenarios differ in th
compactification/cosmic brane ansatz sequencing. For
ample, let the ten-dimensional spacetime of the type
string theory first be compactified on a three-dimensio
supersymmetry preserving space of characteristic sizeM10

21

5M7
21;(10 TeV)21;10220 m. Assuming that, is stabi-

lized by the ‘‘bulk’’ seven-dimensional physics, then,
;(M7)21 and L5;M5

5(M7 /M5)8. Upon a Kaluza-Klein
compactification on a circle of radiusM5

21;(1019 GeV)21

;10235 m, this yields a (311)-dimensional de Sitter world
brane withM45M5;1019 GeV. On the other hand, for a
codimension two cosmic brane in ten dimensions with, sta-
bilized by the longitudinal eight-dimensional physics,L8

;M8
8(M10/M8)16. After wrapping on a suitable four

dimensional space~of sizeM8
21), for the desirable values o

L4;10244 GeV4 and M45M8;1019 GeV, we find that
M10;5.63106 GeV is the fundamental scale. At the opp
site end, by compactifying the ten-dimensional spacetime
a suitable four-dimensional space and then constructin
codimension two cosmic brane in six dimensions with, sta-
bilized by the bulk six-dimensional physics,L4

;M4
4(M6 /M4)6. For the desirable values ofL4

;10244 GeV4 and M85M4;1019 GeV, the fundamenta
scale becomesM65M10;100 MeV.

Finally, let us conclude by discussing the stringy a
quantum corrections to our solution. We will assume that
six-dimensional theory has the equivalent ofN54 super-
symmetry in four dimensions, or equivalently 16 sup
charges. This will always be the case as long as we are
sidering type II theories with at most a K3 compactificati
from ten to six dimensions. First, note thatLb;h9uz50,22

e
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@which follows from Eq.~11!# is consistent with the notion
that supersymmetry breaking and a nonzero cosmolog
constant are related. To see this, first recall that, from R
@4#, the supersymmetry breaking is indicated by the nonv
ishing of dA/dr. But A8;Ah8/h, so supersymmetry is bro
ken when h8Þ0, which in turn implies thath9Þ0 and
hence10 Lb.0. Furthermore, fromh5AD22 it follows that
~at least close to the horizon! A8;(h9h2(D24)/(D22))1/2

;Lb
1/2,21. With ,;M4

21510219 GeV21 and Lb

;10282 GeV2, we find A8;10260, which is a very small
number. This, we argue, justifies neglecting the correcti
due to supersymmetry breaking.11 The a8 corrections due to
the global cosmic string would have to take the forma8/V' ,
where a8;M6

22 is the string scale. From Eq.~13! it then
follows that the string corrections are very small. Now,

10If h8Þ0 andh950, then this describes the singular global co
mic brane solution in whichLb50.

11In general, there will bea8 and string coupling corrections with
out breaking supersymmetry; these will not be considered here
,
rg
.

ll,
.

.

.

r,
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though our solution is not the Bogomol’nyi-Prasa
Sommerfield solution, supersymmetry is broken very wea
Therefore, the corrections should be proportional both to
coupling and the supersymmetry breaking parameter. S
the six-dimensional string couplinggs

6;O(1) because of
modular invariance, the four-dimensional string couplinggs

4

!1 as discussed above. Then, the smallness of the su
symmetry breaking parameter justifies neglecting strong c
pling corrections.
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